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Product
Information

Ronez Quick Drying (QD) Screed
is a new generation screed based
on powder super-plasticisers,
polymers and speciality quick drying
accelerators.
Ronez QD offers screed applicators, contractors, builders and
developers significant savings in time and cost.
Ronez QD uses a new generation of powdered admixtures
which, when combined together, achieve remarkable
performance improvements. Screed which utilise this
admixture will benefit from significantly faster drying and
hardening which means floor access times are dramatically
reduced.

The Ronez QD screed comprises:
Easy to use sachet dosing
Accurate and consistent measuring
Fast drying for quick access to new screed floors
Can be used with “screed pumps”
Can be dosed and mixed at the plant or on site I

Screed Product Range
Ronez 3:1 - QD Screed
Ronez 3:1 - QD Screed, Extend
Ronez 4:1 - QD Screed
Ronez 4:1 - QD Screed with Fibres
Ronez 4:1 - QD Screed, Fibres & Extend
Ronez QD Screed & Extend

Ronez QD Screed
Product Information

Curing

COSHH data

Ronez QD screed has similar movement characteristics to
traditional screeds. The moisture content should be checked
before commencing to lay the floor covering to ensure
compliance with the recommendations of BS 8203 Typically,
floor coverings can be installed between one to three weeks
after laying depending on the screed thickness and
surrounding conditions.

Full COSHH data on Ronez concrete products is available on
request. Please call our technical department.

The Ronez QD screed will, under normal conditions, resist
wear and tear from light foot traffic. However, where followon trades are to work on an uncovered new screed, it is
recommended that the screed is protected until the floor
covering is applied.
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